ARRANGE EVERYTHING
WITH ARI!

In *Ari Arranges Everything* by Katie Vernon, Ari arranges absolutely everything.

From blocks to flowers to produce to unicorn toys, each arrangement feels perfect—though maybe not for everyone. Now, you can help Ari arrange things by finding and sorting words from the word search below!

WORD SEARCH

```
Q F E B K V U L D K I J D F P
N L C D L Z H E Z K I R A R V
A O L D Z O P D D U U X G U Z
X W O G T E C O E K N C G I U
K E U D D M J K S I I J C T C
G R D F A E T M S T C D A Z R
D S S X I P J B E T O I J K M
H O M E O O I N R Y R B G I H
I Z L J W O Q N T Q N D Z D I
F U Q E R L U X W T P V U S T
```

Blocks
Flowers
Fruit
Kids
Pool
Unicorn
Kitty
Home
Clouds
Dessert
How will you arrange the words you've found?

Write them here: